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How CUGALA Got Started & The Early Years 
by Art Leonard, ILR '74 
  
 
In 1979, Art Leonard and Mark Schwartz, both members of the Cornell Class of 1974, attended 
their fifth-anniversary reunion and got to speculating about who among our classmates were gay 
and whether it would make sense to try to plan a "gay event" for the next reunion in 
1984.  These talks crystalized into the idea of starting a gay alumni association for 
Cornell.  Since neither of us had been active in the on-campus gay student organization while 
undergraduates, we had no direct contacts on campus to do this, so we decided just to proceed 
on our own by putting out word to people we knew and sending a joint letter to the Cornell 
Alumni News. 
  
To our delight, the Alumni News was happy to publish our letter, although we heard that the 
University staff in Alumni House was not very happy about the idea. (CAN has been famous for 
its editorial independence from the University, and this is just one notable example.)  Art 
convened a first meeting in New York City, which was hosted by Dr. Richard Marcus, Class of 
1954, one of the first to contact Art as a result of the letter in CAN.  Other early contacts were 
Steven Siegel and Robert Roth.  Steve knew Art from Congregation Beth Simchat Torah, New 
York's gay synagogue, where Steve was then the newsletter editor.  Bob knew Art from being 
an early member of what was then called the New York Law Group, an informal association of 
LGBT attorneys that Art had started early in 1978.  (In 1984, the Law Group incorporated as Bar 
Association for Human Rights of Greater New York, and in the early 1990s changed its name to 
the LGBT Bar Association of Greater New York.)  
  
Bob Roth made several important contributions to the start-up of CUGALA, because he was an 
enthusiastic organizer who had been a co-founder of Cornell Gay Liberation on campus in the 
late 1960s, and he had saved lists of the people who had been active in that organization during 
his undergraduate years.  Bob also contributed his expertise as a lawyer serving small 
businesses by assisting in drafting incorporation papers for Cornell University Gay & Lesbian 
Alumni Association.  When we submitted the papers to the New York Supreme Court for filing, 
we were told that any organization that included "Cornell University" in its name would need to 
have the approval of the University.  A little lobbying had to be done on that score -- and Steve 
Siegel's active participation in alumni events proved helpful there -- so the University, after some 
hesitation, gave its approval, and CUGALA was born as a corporate entity. 
  
One of our first activities was to provide a mechanism for LGBT Cornellians and their friends to 
march together under a CUGALA banner in the annual New York Gay Pride March on the last 
Sunday in June, which we did for the first time in 1980 with a homemade red banner that said 
"Cornell Alumni."  An alumni organization in the Gay Pride March was a new phenomenon, 
worthy of mention by the New York Daily News in its coverage of the march. 
  
Meanwhile, in San Francisco Mark Schwartz had started putting together a local chapter of 
CUGALA, adding names to the mailing list, holding social events in that city, and organizing 
people to participate in San Francisco's famous Gay Freedom Day celebrations.  There was no 
real national coordination at that time, however, and in the beginning CUGALA was mainly a 
local phenomenon in NYC and San Francisco. 
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The first major project we attempted in concert with the University was to start a CUGALA book 
fund to support the acquisition of LGBT-related materials by the University Libraries.  Steve 
Siegel, Library Director at the 92nd Street Y in New York City, was a big proponent of this 
project.  Correspondence with the University Libraries resulted in a meeting in New York City 
between CUGALA representatives and CU Library Director Louis Martin to discuss the 
details.  At first it seemed that CUGALA's library project might be sidelined due to the 
University's rejection of a proposal by David Goodstein, Cornell '54, the owner of Liberation 
Publications, which published The Advocate, to set up a gay studies program and archive at 
Cornell.  Art Leonard and David Goodstein had a rather heated telephone conversation working 
out an agreement that the two projects were separate and distinct.  On that basis, Library 
Director Martin reached an agreement with CUGALA to set up an account to which donations 
could be made, and once the minimum funding requirement for endowed funds had been met, 
the library would begin to use income from the fund to purchase LGBT-related materials.  It took 
us several years to achieve the necessary endowment total, but by the late 1980s the CUGALA 
fund was supporting library subscriptions to LGBT-related publications and some purchases for 
the collection. 
  
After David Goodstein died, he achieved in death what he could not in life through a conditional 
bequest to Cornell to set up a Human Sexuality Archive in the library.  Cornell agreed, and the 
Human Sexuality Archive was established.  Subsequently, the CUGALA Library Fund was used 
to support acquisitions for the Archive. 
  
By the late 1980s, Steve Siegel had taken over from Art Leonard the task of maintaining the 
CUGALA mailing list and organizing events in New York, some of which he hosted at the 92nd 
Street Y.  He was able to make connections through the alumni staff to make LGBT reunion 
events happen in Ithaca each June.  After the 1980s, the initial excitement of organizing 
CUGALA began to fade, especially as some of the early organizers were lost to the AIDS 
epidemic (among them Bob Roth, whose papers and collections were left to the Human 
Sexuality Archive, and David Colle, who was the head of CUGALA in New York City for several 
years).  Steve Siegel kept the organization together and was the main advocate for CUGALA 
with the University administration and alumni staff until his health faltered in 2011, and he 
passed away earlier this year. 
  
Younger alumni and LGBT staff members at Cornell have stepped up to provide new leadership 
for CUGALA. 


